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Pennsylvania
Farm Bureau

October 18, 2001

Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

RE: Proposed Rulemaking on the Over-Order Premium Pool, Contained in the
September 22, 2001 Issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin (31 Pa. B. 5367)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau has offered comments to the Pennsylvania Milk
Marketing Board ("Board") regarding the aforementioned rulemaking. Enclosed is a
copy of the comments submitted to the Board.

A critical aspect of the Board's proposed rulemaking surrounds the percentage of
monthly over-order premium proceeds that will be required to be pooled statewide and
equitably distributed to Pennsylvania dairy farmers servicing Pennsylvania markets. We
note in our comments the principal objective that the over-order premium has
historically attempted to accomplish, which is to provide necessary income to all dairy
farmers to meet farmers' cost of producing milk. We also note the intended objective of
the Board's proposed rulemaking - t o significantly change the current method of
distribution of premium proceeds, which unfairly prevents many Pennsylvania dairy
farmers servicing Pennsylvania markets from sharing in these proceeds.

Despite the Board's recognition of the inadequacy of the current method of
premium distribution, we are not satisfied with the percentage of premium proceeds that
the Board proposes to be distributed through its statewide pooling method. The Board's
proposed level of 45% statewide distribution of premium proceeds will not provide dairy
farmers who currently receive little or no income from the premium with a significantly
greater opportunity to share in premium income, and will not relieve the significant
inequity in prices among neighboring dairy farmers servicing local markets, which the
current method for distribution of premium proceeds has created.
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It is our hope that the Commission would give serious consideration to the
comments we have submitted to the Board and would recommend to the Board to
amend its proposed rulemaking to increase the percentage of over-order premium
proceeds to be pooled and distributed statewide to Pennsylvania producers shipping
milk to Pennsylvania plants from 45% to 100%.

Sincerely,

Ge&
hn JrBell

ounsel, Governmental Affairs

Enclosure
cc: James Smith (w/encl)

Christopher Markham (w/encl)
S:\jjb\pmmbpooI2001 -9.doc
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October 16, 2001

Sharon L. Grottola, Esquire, Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
Room 110, Agriculture Building
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

RE: Proposed Rulemaking on the Over-Order Premium Pool, Contained in the
September 22, 2001 Issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin (31 Pa. B. 5367)

Dear Ms. Grottola:

These comments are offered by Pennsylvania Farm Bureau regarding the
aforementioned proposed rulemaking.

The proposed rulemaking would require a partial pooling and distribution of the
over-order premium currently mandated by the Milk Marketing Board ("Board") on Class
I milk (milk used for drinking purposes) that is produced, processed and marketed in
Pennsylvania. Specifically, the Board is proposing that 45% of premium dollars
required to be paid to Pennsylvania producers each month be pooled and redistributed
statewide to all Pennsylvania producers shipping milk to Pennsylvania plants,
regardless of what form the producer milk is ultimately marketed. The proposed
rulemaking would continue to allow the remaining 65% of mandated monthly premium
dollars collected by each dealer to be distributed by each dealer to only those producers
who ship milk to that dealer.

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes that 100% of the Board's mandated
premium dollars should be equitably pooled and shared by Pennsylvania producers
statewide. The Board has provided an over-order premium since 1988. Throughout the
history of the over-order premium, the overriding principle behind the Board's
establishment of the premium was to provide to all Pennsylvania dairy farmers servicing
the market additional income that was not being provided through normal marketing
means. Whether to meet sudden and harsh increases in milk production costs as a
result of drought or energy shortages or to bolster sagging milk prices and economic
losses that would likely result to producers, the premium that the Board has mandated
dealers to pay to producers was intended to provide all Pennsylvania dairy farmers with
additional income to offset natural or economic conditions that seriously threatened
farmers' continued economic viability.
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The current mechanism for distribution of the over-order premium, however,
prevents a significant portion of farmers from sharing in premium proceeds. Distribution
of the premium under the current "individual handler pool" basis unfairly rewards dairy
farmers whose dealers are able to market their milk as fluid milk and disadvantages
farmers whose dealers must market and use their milk for cheese, butter or other
manufactured products. A dealer that markets a high percentage of milk as Class I is
only required to share its collected premiums with the farmers who specifically ship to
that dealer. Another dealer whose milk is predominantly marketed for cheese, butter or
other non-fluid products will have little or no premium proceeds to distribute.

Even though two neighboring farmers incur essentially the same costs to
produce their milk and produce essentially the same quality of milk, the one producer
who is fortunate to ship his milk to the Pennsylvania Class I dealer will receive much
more of the premium than his neighbor who ships to the Pennsylvania dealer whose
milk is marketed for cheese or butter use.

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes the current method for distribution of the
over-order premium is unfair. Neighboring dairy farmers are all experiencing similar
costs to produce milk, regardless of whether the milk was ultimately marketed at retail
as fluid milk or as cheese, butter or other manufactured milk products. Under the
federal order milk marketing system, neighboring farmers marketing to different local
dealers essentially receive the same price for their milk, since federal orders requires
order-wide pooling and distribution of proceeds resulting from milk marketed in that
order. Yet the individual handler method for distribution of the Board's over-order
premium causes one farmer to receive a significantly higher price than his neighbor
because of the specific dealer to which he markets his milk.

The Board's decision to propose a method for statewide pooling of the over-order
premium is certainly recognition by the Board that the current system for distribution of
premium proceeds is inequitable. But the Board's specific proposal to pool only 45% of
premium proceeds will not in fact accomplish the purpose that the Board wishes to
accomplish through its proposed rulemaking. A review of the Board's own data clearly
shows that a 45% statewide distribution of premium proceeds will provide negligible
relief to farmers shipping milk to non-Class-l dealers, and will not eliminate the
significant disparity in prices that the current method of premium distribution has created
between neighboring farmers servicing the Pennsylvania market.

If the Board believes that the current method for distribution of the over-order
premium is unfair, we would think the Board would want to establish a percentage level
of statewide distribution that would meaningfully secure equity among Pennsylvania
farmers servicing the market. The Board's establishment of a 45% level of statewide
premium distribution will neither accomplish the objective that the Board intends to
accomplish through its proposed rulemaking nor accomplish the principal objective that
has historically driven the Board to mandate over-order premiums - to provide price
relief to all Pennsylvania farmers servicing local markets.



We feel the Board needs to establish a much higher percentage of premium to
be pooled statewide than the percentage the PMMB has originally proposed. Unless
this is done, the Board will not provide the equity in distribution of proceeds that we feel
should exist among neighboring Pennsylvania dairy producers.

We would urge the Board to amend its proposed rulemaking to require 100% of
the proceeds mandated to be paid to Pennsylvania producers through the over-order
premium be pooled statewide to all Pennsylvania producers shipping milk to
Pennsylvania plants.

Sincerely,

*hn J.Bell
Counsel, Governmental Affairs

S:\jjb\pmmbpool2001-8.doc
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P.O. BOX 1006 BLAKESLEE, PA 18610

1-800-922-6455 • 570-643-9838 * FAX 570-643-9836

October 18,2001

Ms. Sharon Grottola, Esq.
Chief Counsel
PA Milk Marketing Board
110 Ag Building
2301 N. Cameron Street
Harrisburg, Pa 17110

Dear Ms. Grottola,
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Please reference my previous letter dated September 28, 2001 in which I presented our
reasons for opposing pooling of the over-order premium. In addition to those comments,
I present to you, some additional points to consider.

Monroe County Milk Producers Cooperative Corporation, d/b/a Pocono Mountain
Dairies, operates under a tolling agreement. As such, the raw milk from our farms is
shipped to a processing plant and sent back to us in packaged form. The processing plant
does not pay for the raw milk but does charge us a processing, packaging and delivery
fee.

The proposed language for the over-order premium pool appears to require this
processing dealer to pay into the pool for all milk received at the plant, whether
purchased or not. Specifically, Section 148.1, under definition of Qualified Producer,
contains the phrase "purchased or processed". We feel that the words "or processed"
should be deleted. Since I am not an attorney, I also request all other language that I may
have missed that requires the processing dealer in our situation to pay into the pool, be
deleted.

Please be advised that we will vigorously oppose the pooling regulations. Your attempt
to include us in the pooling process will result in litigation. For all of the reasons
presented by us as well as by the many other companies and organizations that oppose
pooling, I hope you will withdraw this proposal. :-

rely

; "i

Ichae
General Manager
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October 19, 2001

Ms. Sharon Grottola, Esq.
Chief Counsel
PA Milk Marketing Board
110 Ag Building
2301 N. Cameron Street
Harrisburg, Pa 17110
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Dear Ms. Grottola,

In addition to the previous correspondence, I have one more request.

We feel that Section 148.1 under the definition of Producer-Dealer; paragraph (iii) should
be deleted. This particular paragraph has no impact on the pooling process since, in
theory, dealers supplying the packaged product to the Producer-Dealer would have paid
into the pool for the raw milk utilized to process them. It should not matter how much
packaged product the Producer-Dealer purchases.

Also, we feel that Section 148.1, Producer-Dealer, paragraph (iv) should read as follows,
"(iv) Provides proof satisfactory to the pool administrator that the care and management
of the dairy animals and other resources necessary to produce all milk handled (excluding
receipts from subparagraph (ii)) are the Producer-Dealer's own enterprise and at its own
risk."

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely.

/Michael A. Kane
General Manager



-- COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

CHIEF COUNSEL October 24,2001 2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408

TELEPHONE (717) 787-4374
FAX (717) 783-6492

Original: 2218

Michael Kane, General Manager
Pocono Mountain Dairies
P.O. Box 1006
Blakeslee, Pennsylvania 18610

Re: Regulation of Marketwide Pool of PMMB Over-Order Premium

Dear Mr. Kane:

Thank you for your additional comments contained in your letters of October 18
and 19,2001, regarding the decision of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board to
establish a marketwide pool of the mandated over-order premium. You expressed your
strong opposition to the proposed regulation and your concern about the proposed
definitions of Qualified Producer and Producer-Dealer that would include your
organization in the marketwide pool. You further indicated that Pocono Mountain
Dairies would pursue litigation if these definitions were not changed pursuant to your
request The Board reviews all comments received by all interested persons and, if
necessary, will make changes to the proposed regulation. As was indicated to you in a
previous letter, an agency has two years to make these changes and submit the regulation
in final form. When the regulation is prepared in final form, you can access it on the
Board's website at http://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.

Thank you once again for your interest in the proposed marketwide pooling
regulation.

Through:
ioti^>^

Secretary

Very truly yours,

Jhjtifld A. )kutt<^
Sharon L, Grottola
Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

October 18,2001
PHipc cm IWQPI 2 3 0 1 NORTH CAMERON STREET
umtt- ouuNbEL HARRJSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408

TELEPHONE (717) 787-4374
FAX (717) 783-6492

Mr. Jim Carroll
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer %

Dairy Farmers of America, Mideast Area Council
3737 Embassy Parkway
P. O. Box 5530

Fairlawn, Ohio 44334-0530

Re: Regulation on Marketwide Pooling of the Over-Order Premium

Dear Mr. Carroll:

Thank you for your recent comments regarding the decision of the Pennsylvania
Milk Marketing Board to establish a marketwide pool of the mandated over-order
premium. You expressed your support of 90% pooling rather than the 45% selected by
the Board, As you know, the pooling issue was heavily debated by both those for a pool
and those against one. As you also are aware, the proposed pooling regulation is
currently before the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and the Senate
and House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee for consideration and comments to
the Board. Following their review, the Board will make any changes, if necessary, and
submit the regulation in its final form to IRRC and the Committees. An agency has two
years to submit the final form regulation. When the final form regulation is prepared,
you may receive a copy by providing a written request to the Board or access the final
form regulation on the Board's website at http://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.

Thank you again for your interest in a marketwide pool of the mandated over-
order premium.

Very truly yours,

Through: ^ I$nda J. bowman Sharon L. Grottola
cretary Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member



DAIRY FARMERS of AMERICA

October 10, 2001

Beverly Minor, Chairperson
The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Chairperson Minor;

In my role as Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Dairy Farmers of America's Mideast
Area Council, I am writing to you today on behalf of over 500 members from whose farms is
marketed 35 million pounds of milk each month. The competition for markets and the capability
to generate returns sufficient to stay in business is as challenged today, as it has ever been for
dairy farmers in western Pennsylvania. Individuals dedicating their lives to producing our
nation's milk can only trust that wherever possible, those involved in regulating their industry will
create as level a playing field as possible for them to compete and attempt to survive.

The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board has, and continues to play, a critical role in
administering a program that collects from the marketplace on a processor equitable basis
additional monies to assist in maintaining a production base to service that marketplace. It has
been and continues to be DFA Mideast's dairy farmer elected leadership position that those
marketplace dollars are not fairly distributed to those supporting that marketplace. We commend
the PMMB for advancing the pooling concept of these marketplace proceeds and will support that
position throughout the Independent Regulatory Review Commission process.

For the principal reason that our organization operates a market balancing facility in western
Pennsylvania and attempts to maintain a production base to continue that operation's viability, we
must pursue a higher level of market proceeds pooling than the 45% amount recommended by the
PMMB. To establish the equity among dairy farmers that pooling permits, we believe that a 90%
sharing is necessary. To that end, we will be working to persuade the IRRC to return the
regulation to the PMMB for reconsideration of that pooling percentage..

In closing, permit me to express collectively the appreciation of our members for your and the
PMMB Board's efforts to afford us the opportunity to address this fairness issue and build a more
sustainable dairy future for Pennsylvania.

If we can be of any help in assisting yourself, the Board, or it's staff in working through this
process, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Jim Carroll
Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer

Mideast Area
3737 Embassy Parkway • P.O. Box 5530 • Fairlawn, OH 44334-0530 • Tel: 800-837-6776 • 330-670-7800 • FAX: 330-670-7801
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Bateman, Debra

From: Angel M. Stone [astone@csonline.net] ^ ^ ,,. c# t o

Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2001 4:37 PM ^ i j : L l ( ' " h l ^ iO

To: BMINOR@STATE.PA.US Oil

Cc: Angel M. Stone ~"

Subject: Pooling of the Pa. Over-Order Premium

October 13,2001

Dear Chairperson Minor,

I am writing to you in regards to the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board's regulation to pool 45% of the
Pennsylvania Over-Order Premium. I am a dairy farmer member of Dairy Farmers of America, Inc. and milk 59
cows in Rimersburg, Pennsylvania. Although I agree with the PMMB's decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I feel strongly that 90% pooling is the only fair way to create an equitably distributed premium system
that benefits all Pennsylvania dairy farmers. If pooling the premium is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be
done half way.

The Over-Order Premium was created to help dairy farmers when faced with economic and weather-related
hardships. Unfortunately, while this premium is extremely beneficial to some, it is inequitably distributed so that
the majority of the proceeds go to a small minority of farmers. I produce the same quality milk under the same
economic conditions as my neighbor does. Yet, even at 45% pooling, he could still be getting as much as $3,500
more annually through the premium distribution process. That just doesn't seem fair.

Consumers fund this premium through an 11.5-cent surcharge on every gallon of fluid milk sold in Pennsylvania.
The level at which the premium is pooled would not affect the amount that the consumer pays. While I am
grateful that these consumers want to help Pennsylvania dairy farmers produce quality products, I am also certain
that they would want any assistance to be equitably distributed among all farmers.

Dairy farmers are in an increasingly competitive industry, and we must have access to a fair price for our milk.
That includes having the same access to premiums that our neighbors do. Please approve a regulation to pool
90% of the Pennsylvania Over-Order Premium to benefit all Pennsylvania dairy farmers.

Sincerely yours,

Angel M. Stone
3542 Kissinger Mill Rd.
Rimersburg, Pa. 16248

cc: The Honorable Fred Mclllhattan
Sen. Mary Jo White

s-

10/18/2001
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TO: PMMB October 16, 2001
FROM: Charles Seidel, Lenhartsville, PA
RE: PA Over-Order Premium

As a dairy farmer, and a lifetime member of the Virginville Grange #1832,1 strongly oppose the
market-wide pooling of the PMMB over-order premium. I support the current payment plan of the
state over-order premium. Pennsylvania's independent dairy farmers produce high quality milk for
the people of our state. In southeastern Pennsylvania, farmers must face high land prices, high
property taxes, and many added expenses due to a high population density. The high population in
this area requires much fluid milk. This high demand for milk allows fanners to receive a higher
milk price via the PMMB over-order premium.

Under the current system, Pennsylvania's independent dairy farmers who produce Class 1 or fluid
milk receive a premium payment. This premium set by the PMMB is raised or lowered based on
market conditions such as current milk prices, farm expenses, and the supply and demand of milk.

The pooling of premiums will create a less competitive environment for milk prices at the farm
level. In a competitive milk market, daily farmers are afforded the opportunity to sell milk into the
most profitable market available. With pooling of the premium, competition for milk will decline
and consequently milk prices will decline at the farm level.

The main objective of the PMMB is to insure that the residents of Pennsylvania have a constant
supply of milk in the grocery store. In Federal Order #1, fluid milk (Class 1) is worth $3.00 per
hundredweight more than Class 3 (cheese) or Class 4 (butter) milk. Due to the federal order blend
price system, farmers who produce milk for the fluid milk market receive no additional payment,
even though their milk is more valuable. It is only because of the Pennsylvania over-order
premium, that PA's independent dairy producers of fluid milk are compensated for the extra value
of the milk they produce.

Currently, milk production and cow numbers have been declining at a fast pace each month since
December 2000. The Pennsylvania State Grange and other dairy cooperatives, such as Dairylea
and Dairy Farmers of America, have testified before the PMMB to keep over-order premiums at
higher levels than normal, in an effort to help dairy farmers financially and so that milk production
in Pennsylvania can once again show positive growth. During recent testimony before the PMMB,
Land O' Lakes has stated that a lower premium would be the correct direction to take.

It seems wrong that a change in the PMMB premium payment system will hurt Pennsylvania's
independent dairy farmers. The beneficiary of pooling the premium will be Land O' Lakes, a
Minnesota based cooperative, that makes only a small contribution to the supply of fluid milk in
Pennsylvania.

In conclusion, I feel that Land O' Lakes is wrong in its efforts to not only take away a portion of the
over-order premium from independent dairy farmers, but also wrong in its frequent testimony
before the PMMB where they advocate a lower over-order premium. Land 0 s Lakes testimony and
efforts to change PMMB policies will financially hurt thousands of Pennsylvania's dairy fanners.

Sincerely,

Charles Seidel ^ .- ' c:
U * - a -•« ••j r---j

/SI ILUUL ^ C
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DAIRY FARMERS >fAMERICA , ,, , , •--,

October 16,2001

Mr. John R. McGinley, Jr., Chair
Independent Regulatory Commission
14th Floor Harristown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Mr. McGinley:

In my role as Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Dairy Farmers of America's Mideast Area
Council, I am writing to you today on behalf of over 500 members from whose farms is marketed 35
million pounds of milk each month. The competition for markets and the capability to generate returns
sufficient to stay in business is as challenged today, as it has ever been for dairy farmers in western
Pennsylvania. Individuals dedicating their lives to producing our nation's milk can only trust that
wherever possible, those involved in regulating their industry will create as level a playing field as possible
for them to compete and attempt to survive.

The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board has, and continues to play, a critical role in administering a
program that collects from the marketplace on a processor equitable basis additional monies to assist in
maintaining a production base to service that marketplace. It has been and continues to be DFA Mideast's
dairy farmer elected leadership position that those marketplace dollars are not fairly distributed to those
supporting that marketplace. We commend the PMMB for advancing the pooling concept of these
marketplace proceeds and will support that position throughout the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission process.

For the principal reason that our organization operates a market balancing facility in western Pennsylvania
and attempts to maintain a production base to continue that operation's viability, we must pursue a higher
level of market proceeds pooling than the 45% amount recommended by the PMMB. To establish the
equity among dairy farmers that pooling permits, we believe that a 90% sharing is necessary. To that end,
we will be working to persuade your organization to return the regulation to the PMMB for reconsideration
of that pooling percentage.

On behalf of the dairy farmers our cooperative represents, I am asking you to support 90% pooling. The
PMMB established the premium to aid all Pennsylvania dairy farmers when faced with economic and
weather hardships. The information they use to determine the level of the premium is derived from all
farmers in the state, not just those in PMMB handler pools. However, the premium is paid back to the
dairy farmers in PMMB handler pools, regardless of whether or not the statewide data applies to their
specific operation.

If 1 can be of any help in assisting you or your staff in working through this process, please let me know.

Sincerely,

(AACOAAM^-
Jim Carroll
Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer

Mideast Area
3737 Embassy Parkway • P.O. Box 5530 • Fairlawn, OH 44334-0530 • Tel: 800-837-6776 • 330-670-7800 • FAX: 330-670-7801
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To: Beverly Minor, Chairperson

Pmnsylvtnbi Milk Marketing Bowd

Dtte: October 15,2001

Dew Ms Minor:

MyramdltrfmeffibettofDairyF
CountyJ am writing in response to the p r c ^ ^
Premium. Curtattly PMMB distribution of these premiums it possly unfirir a f t dbt» not distribute tiieat
to all PA daily producers on « i o q ^ ^
PMMB's premium distribution my ftircr Only 100% pooling would make it firir.
These over-order premiums were started to help dairy farmers who art faced with economic strew and
w€»tb«- related hardihtps, AH of us fece these condltjani yet all of us do not share the premium* My
neighbor 2 mile* down the road receives $.60/cwt mow for hi» milk than we do only feettUM he geli i r
more of the premium than we do because he market* his milk elsewhere, ThsHs not iajhr ft* a statewide
Agency.
Consumers And the PMMB premiums thru a surcharge on milk purchased in PA stores and wcaregrateftit
to consumers for wanting to help ftrtners. Perhaps consumer* would not be so hetpfiil if they realized their
help was being distributed unfairly.
We ajre in an extreinety competitive industry M ^
bd we should *l$o share oqually in the PMMB's premiums. This ca^otity be accomplished by 10W
pooling. If unftknetsi continues in a state agency perha|?$ that agmcy has owtiived if susrfUineas. Dairy
fcrmers are capable of bargaining for premiums on theb own given a level playing fldd.

Sincerely*
JfohnPiwowar
MyraPfwowar
127 Bltncr Road
Unkmtown, PA 15401

r••*.

cc: Hie Hononble Michael Waugh r cj
The Honorable Raymond Bunt* Jr. : .12
John R. MoOintoy, Jr«v IRC Chairperson c-.
Hie HonoraUe James Shqncr The Honorable Richard Kasunic :

'£• - ^ >

:••• m
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Sharon L Grottola, Esquire, Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
Room 110, Agriculture Building
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408

RE: Proposed Rulemaking on the Over-Order Premium Pool, Contained in the
September 22, 2001 Issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin (31 Pa. B. 5367)

Dear Ms. Grottola:

These comments are offered by Pennsylvania Farm Bureau regarding the
aforementioned proposed rulemaking.

The proposed rulemaking would require a partial pooling and distribution of the
over-order premium currently mandated by the Milk Marketing Board ("Board") on Class
I milk (milk used for drinking purposes) that is produced, processed and marketed in
Pennsylvania. Specifically, the Board is proposing that 45% of premium dollars
required to be paid to Pennsylvania producers each month be pooled and redistributed
statewide to all Pennsylvania producers shipping milk to Pennsylvania plants,
regardless of what form the producer milk is ultimately marketed. The proposed
rulemaking would continue to allow the remainin^65% of mandated monthly premium
dollars collected by each dealer to be distributed byeach dealer to only those producers
who ship milk to that dealer

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes that 100% of the Board's mandated
premium dollars should be equitably pooled and shared by Pennsylvania producers
statewide. The Board has provided an over-order premium since 1988. Throughout the
history of the over-order premium, the overriding principle behind the Board's
establishment of the premium was to provide to all Pennsylvania dairy farmers servicing
the market additional income that was not being provided through normal marketing
means. Whether to meet sudden and harsh increases in milk production costs as a
result of drought or energy shortages or to bolster sagging milk prices and economic
losses that would likely result to producers, the premium that the Board has mandated
dealers to pay to producers was intended to provide all Pennsylvania dairy farmers with
additional income to offset natural or economic conditions that seriously threatened
farmers' continued economic viability.

510 S 31st St - P.O. Box 8736 - Camp Hill PA 17001-8736 - Phone (717) 761-2740 - FAX (717) 731-3506



The current mechanism for distribution of the over-order premium, however,
prevents a significant portion of farmers from sharing in premium proceeds. Distribution
of the premium under the current "individual handler pool" basis unfairly rewards dairy-
farmers whose dealers are able to market their milk as fluid milk and disadvantages
farmers whose dealers must market and use their milk for cheese, butter or other
manufactured products. A dealer that markets a high percentage of milk as Class I is
only required to share its collected premiums with the farmers who specifically ship to
that dealer. Another dealer whose milk is predominantly marketed for cheese, butter or
other non-fluid products will have little or no premium proceeds to distribute.

Even though two neighboring farmers incur essentially the same costs to
produce their milk and produce essentially the same quality of milk, the one producer
who is fortunate to ship his milk to the Pennsylvania Class I dealer will receive much
more of the premium than his neighbor who ships to the Pennsylvania dealer whose
milk is marketed for cheese or butter use.

Pennsylvania Farm Bureau believes the current method for distribution of the
over-order premium is unfair. Neighboring dairy farmers are all experiencing similar
costs to produce milk, regardless of whether the milk was ultimately marketed at retail
as fluid milk or as cheese, butter or other manufactured milk products. Under the
federal order milk marketing system, neighboring farmers marketing to different local
dealers essentially receive the same price for their milk, since federal orders requires
order-wide pooling and distribution of proceeds resulting from milk marketed in that
order. Yet the individual handler method for distribution of the Board's over-order
premium causes one farmer to receive a significantly higher price than his neighbor
because of the specific dealer to which he markets his milk.

The Board's decision to propose a method for statewide pooling of the over-order
premium is certainly recognition by the Board that the current system for distribution of
premium proceeds is inequitable. But the Board's specific proposal to pool only 45% of
premium proceeds will not in fact accomplish the purpose that the Board wishes to
accomplish through its proposed rulemaking. A review of the Board's own data clearly
shows that a 45% statewide distribution of premium proceeds will provide negligible
relief to farmers shipping milk to non-Class-l dealers, and will not eliminate the
significant disparity in prices that the current method of premium distribution has created
between neighboring farmers servicing the Pennsylvania market.

If the Board believes that the current method for distribution of the over-order
premium is unfair, we would think the Board would want to establish a percentage level
of statewide distribution that would meaningfully secure equity among Pennsylvania
farmers servicing the market. The Board's establishment of a 45% level of statewide
premium distribution will neither accomplish the objective that the Board intends to
accomplish through its proposed rulemaking nor accomplish the principal objective that
has historically driven the Board to mandate over-order premiums - to provide price
relief to all Pennsylvania farmers servicing local markets.



We feel the Board needs to establish a much higher percentage of premium to
be pooled statewide than the percentage the PMMB has originally proposed. Unless
this is done, the Board will not provide the equity in distribution of proceeds that we feel
should exist among neighboring Pennsylvania dairy producers.

We would urge the Board to amend its proposed rulemaking to require 100% of
the proceeds mandated to be paid to Pennsylvania producers through the over-order
premium be pooled statewide to all Pennsylvania producers shipping milk to
Pennsylvania plants.

Sincerely,

Bhn J.Bell
)unsel, Governmental Affairs

S:\jjb\pmmbpool2001 -8.doc
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Elaine A. Duncan
22610 Freyermuth Rd
Meadville, PA 16335

October 15, 2001

John R. McGinley,Jr.
Independent Regulatory Commission
14th Floor Harristown 2: 333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear sir:

Please find enclosed a letter I sent to Beverly Minor, Chairperson of the
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board. It expresses my views on the pooling
of the Over-Order Premium in Pennsylvania. I hope you will see that the
45% pooling is not fair to a great number of Pennsylvania dairymen. 90%
pooling would benefit all of us.

Sincerely,

Elaine A. Duncan
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Elaine A. Duncan
22610 Freyermuth Rd. * L ;
Meadville, Pa 16335

October 15,2001

Beverly Minor, Chairperson
The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Mrs. Minor,

I am writing to you as a dairy farmer in Crawford County. I milk 40 cows
with my husband Clark. Because we sell our milk through DFA, we do not
share fully in any over-order premiums that your board devises. This
happens even though our milk actually goes to New Wilmington Cheese.
Therefore, even if the 45% premium pooling goes into effect, some of our
neighbors will receive as much as $3500 more per year for their milk. Their
milk and my milk is produced in the same place and the same conditions ,
yet they will get more money. The Over-Order Premium is a GOOD thing,
but as it is written, it is not fair to all Pennsylvania dairymen.

The consumer thinks that helping Pennsylvania dairy farmers is a wise thing
to do. The money tacked on to the price of milk will not rise if the Over-
Order Premium is pooled at 90%, but the number of dairymen to benefit
will. Please pass an Over-Order Premium regulation that will pool 90% of
the premium.

Sincerely,

Elaine A. Duncan
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

October 15,2001
CHIEF COUNSEL

2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408

TELEPHONE (717) 787-4374
FAX (717) 783-6492

Ms. Brenda J. Shambaugh
Legislative Director
Pennsylvania State Grange
1604 North Second Street
Hamsburg, PA 17102

C.

CD

—i
no

Y?
O

J

Re: Marketwide Pooling of the PMMB Mandated Over-Order Premium

Dear Ms. Shambaugh:

Thank you for your letter concerning the proposed regulations establishing a
marketwide pool of the PMMB mandated over-order premium. In your letter you
indicated several areas of concern. I have addressed each of these areas below.

The Federal Order minimum price is determined by production primarily in the
mid-west not the northeast and the over-order premium compensates for this
inadequacy in the system.

With Federal Order Reform in January 2000, this is no longer a true statement
The Class I price is now the higher of Class III price (cheese) or Class IV price (butter)
plus the county differential. Since the differentials increase as you move east,
Pennsylvania's Class I differentials are higher than those received in the mid-westand
western parts of the country. Since both cheese and butter are commodities and are
traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, this pricing structure is now based on the
economic theory of supply and demand.

Pennsylvania farmers ship to a variety of processors and cooperatives and, as such,
benefit from manufacturing operations, including a share of the cooperatives9

profits. These benefits are not available to most of those producers who do receive a
substantial Class I premium.

Dairy producers whose milk is marketed through a cooperative are, in most instances,
owner/members who buy equity in the ownership of the cooperative assets. Therefore, as



Brenda Shambaugh
Page Two
October 15,2001

in any other business, they expect to receive profits from their investments. Fifty percent
of the Class I market is supplied by cooperatives. The other fifty percent, the
independents, share no risk of ownership and most benefit from the cooperatives'
balancing plants.

Under the present handler pools, independent producers who generally receive the
highest premium, have managed their production to meet the needs of the dealers
purchasing their milk while other producers have, for the most part, consistently
increased production without regard to the needs of the marketplace.

The Pennsylvania Agriculture Statistics Service has no statistical data to substantiate this
statement.

In order to stay competitive, cooperatives must voluntarily provide a premium to
their members. This premium is identified on the milk check as a competitive price
premium or a premium for some other reason, resulting in a larger milk check.

The PMMB is to create stability in the marketplace. With high over-order premiums, it
becomes very difficult for cooperatives with fewer Class I customers to match the high
pay prices of those supplying the Class I market. For the entire industry to be successful
each segment must prosper.

By pooling the over-order premium, the independent producers will see their milk
checks significantly reduced.

The Class I producer will receive all of the fifty-five percent handler pool and a portion
of the forty-five percent marketwide pool.

Currently the proposed regulation is before the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission and the Senate and House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees for
consideration and comments to the Board. Following its review, the Board will make
changes, if necessary, and submit the regulation in its final form to IRRC and the
Committees. An agency has two years to submit the final form regulation. When the
final form regulation is prepared, you may receive a copy by providing a written request
to the Board or access the final form regulation on the Board's website at
http://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.
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Thank you again for your interest in the marketwide pooling of the mandated
over-order premium.

Very truly yours,

Through: Lyjida J. Bowman Sharon L. Grottola
Secretary Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member



Pennsylvania
^ . - f% 1604 North Second Street
OlcUtG tllfllllffCS Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17102

Web: www.pagrange.org
Email: pagrange@pagrange.org

(717) 234-5001
Fax: (717) 234-7654

October 9, 2001

Ms. Sharon Grottola
Chief Council
PA Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Ms. Grottola,

The Pennsylvania State Grange, representing 20,000 rural Pennsylvanians, would
like to comment for the record on the PA Milk Marketing Board proposed regulations
concerning pooling 45% of the class I over-order premium. The Grange's policy, which
was derived after our Dairy Committee reviewed the issue and recommended to our
delegate body, opposes pooling at any percentage. This policy is reviewed annually and
has not changed.

The Grange has a number of reasons for our position against pooling the over-
order premium. First and foremost, let us say that we wholeheartedly support an over-
order premium. The dairy industry in PA is dependent on outside factors beyond our
control. The dairy farmers in PA can be efficient and excellent managers and still be
hindered by over producing dairy farmers in other parts of the nation. The federal order
minimum price is determined by production primarily in the mid-west, not the northeast.
The over-order premium compensates for this inadequacy in the system.

The over-order premium in PA most directly affects independent farmers who
ship their milk to dairies in PA. These farmers receive a significant increase to their milk
check through the over-order premium since most of their milk is sold as fluid Class I
milk. But these independent farmers are not the only ones who benefit from the over-
order premium. In fact, almost all farmers in the Commonwealth benefit. PA farmers
ship to a variety of processors and co-operatives5 and as such, receive benefits, which are
not available to most of those producers who do receive a substantial Class I premium.
Those benefits include, but are not limited to, a share of the co-ops5 profits from
manufacturing operations as well as premiums paid on other classes of milk. Moreover,
under the present handler pools, independent producers, who generally receive the
highest premiums, have managed their production to meet the needs of the dealers
purchasing their milk, while other producers have, for the most part, consistently
increased production without regard to the needs of the marketplace.



Additionally, in order to stay competitive, milk co-operatives must voluntarily
provide a premium to their members. This premium is sometimes delineated on their
milk check as a competitive price premium, and other times it is listed as premiums for
other reasons. But the end result is a larger milk check. That is the way it should be,
farmers benefiting directly and indirectly from the PA Milk Marketing Board regulations.
After all, one of the Milk Marketing Board functions is to help producers within our dairy
industry.

By pooling the over-order premium, the independent producers will see their milk
checks significantly reduced. That is a given. These independent farmers are a minority
in PA, and as such do not have the same collective voice as organized dairy groups. Just
as importantly, however, is our opinion that all other dairy producers will be hindered
indirectly from pooling. After pooling, the buyers of milk for all uses will no longer have
to be competitive and meet the over-order premium prices. Farmers could very well lose
that competitive advantage because everyone would be receiving a portion of the
premium. The supporters of pooling will say that won't happen and that pooling will
increase everyone's paycheck. But figures that your own staff provided indicate that
pooling 45% of the premium will result in an increase of about 14 cents per
hundredweight for those farmers who do not currently receive it. That is significantly
less than the $1.65 that the independent dairy farmers now receive, and is also
significantly less than other dairy farmers are receiving in voluntary premiums.
Consequently, the Grange's position is that almost everyone loses with pooling. The
only winners are those who buy the milk directly from the farmer and who no longer
have the incentive to offer market premiums. These businesses, whether they are co-
operatives or corporations, are looking out for their profit margins, not the farmers' milk
checks.

For these reasons, the PA State Grange emphatically urges you to rescind your
proposed regulations concerning the over-order premium. Thank you for your
consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Brenda J. Shambaugh J
Legislative Director
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Mr. John R. McGinley, Jr., Chair
Independent Regulatory Commission
14th Floor Harristown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Mr. McGinley:

Enclosed are copies of 46 letters to Beverly Minor, signed by DFA Mideast producers,
expressing their support for pooling.

The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board has, and continues to play, a critical role in
administering a program that collects from the marketplace on a processor equitable basis
additional monies to assist in maintaining a production base to service that marketplace.
It has been and continues to be DFA Mideast's dairy farmer elected leadership position
that those marketplace dollars are not fairly distributed to those supporting that
marketplace. We commend the PMMB for advancing the pooling concept of these
marketplace proceeds and will support that position throughout the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission process.

For the principal reason that our organization operates a market balancing facility in
western Pennsylvania and attempts to maintain a production base to continue that
operation's viability, we must pursue a higher level of market proceeds pooling than the
45% amount recommended by the PMMB. To establish the equity among dairy farmers
that pooling permits, we believe that a 90% sharing is necessary. To that end, we will be
working to persuade the IRRC to return the regulation to the PMMB for reconsideration
of that pooling percentage.

In closing permit me to express collectively the appreciation of our members for your and
the PMMB Board's efforts to afford us the opportunity to address this fairness issue and
build a more sustainable dairy future for Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Wallace Jackson
Division Manager

Enclosures

Mideast Area: Central Division j
5349 William Flynn Hwy. • Gibsonia, PA 15044 • Tel: 724-444-8660 • 800-624-6455 • FAX: 724-444-8661 {



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However,, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

^0>A^Y^Y^ . (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks 7 ^ 0 cows in H ^ fcVArC County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who milks / I cows in

. (NAME)

in firmjud^
7

.County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer shouid receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DF A dairy producer who milks /<ff5cows in j/d{yj^/7^ . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

/yVW j/jyiju^^ (NAME)

<r
DFA dairy producer who milks 11 J cows inin J(rrnts^t . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who milks ££ cows in cJ 0 ynVCSSjx County, PA.

(NAME)

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

'mi AVWUA' (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks n U cows in h^yevt€ County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

%s<^^£? tAs^'^/^iJ (NAME) :"•

DFA dairy producer who milks <3 0 cows in *) /> Ai *£, Ir S'tJcounty. PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

tftfanf tf' (k&L-f?-^ (NAME)
7

DFA dairy producer who milks /P-0 cows in f"t4-7Mf~? County, PA.
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Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

$ sJjiJh^ ^^tfit^( y (NAME^ : " • . : .

DF A dairy producer who milks h? cows in 5 Oftlt^XCl County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

^>/$JAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks *U cows in County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

r<J^(WL^-
DFA dairy producer who milks f) ^ cows

(NAME)

0 rnw<? in /Wg^vyniiW County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who m i l k s ^ ? 0 cows in ^ ^ - ^ V County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers,

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

•jJ&^J* TYltLkutiJJ* j (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks O£? cows in <p^trnxJc^ o ZZ County, PA.

o

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

J^V . (NAME)

DF A dairy producer who milks 9 0 cows in * 4x| PlTj^ County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

t-A&£t/ Uj< Lohfc.
DFA dairy producer who milks

. (NAME)

JL cows in . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

u
DFA dairy producer who milks / ° cows in.

. (NAME)

PZluW, . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done, Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who milks ^\-j cows in ;> e y ^ qj^<C\ . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

(NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks cows in faiife*.County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

ex. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

y%JLudb >V~ *rJnrtrV (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks ^HC\ cows in tsJcrn-atyLfisT, County, PA. ;

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who milks SO cows in -r*A*mPrj£4*t CCounty, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

f f,
QUirJ/Ui . (NAME)

*• 7 T -J-
DF A dairy producer who milks <y? cows in r O (r**yfQ^Co /~ County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

/-\

rvMJMJLQAsfovU (NAME)

DF A dairy producer who milks frD cows in Z)My!MA£A County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

?
/VU> AME)

oDFA dairy producer who milks £& cows \n-JO)Y\eiTX&cr County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

[LN>V? L Z C$ 1*1 (NAME)

DFA member dairy producer who milks 4*0 cows in Wtt\*\$v<i>M</(6L County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley/jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another, Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

mmAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks J^L cows i n i ^ / 7 / 6 hfXSf County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DF A dairy producer who milks3t^ cows in o£/*i<? r~$dl . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

L^Atz*^^// ^j^s^, (NAME)

DFA member dairy producer who milks^^ cows in J^L^s^-r^J^,.^W.County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

ex. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

*' TX\

AA,<?iMAr8sL' (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks J ^ c o w s in /DyeLcy^^ County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at aH However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

^^u^L^z£S^>-

DF A dairy producer who milks.

. (NAME)

cows in ^"JiJU . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

(iijiAnH Oty/iA/ L CfC{€ (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks (r I cows in C kit /"*_ . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

ex. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

f 7
.fC?_srii*^\ (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks c? Q cows in £****' . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

flduJdLrd Li (jJxfflo/a(NAME\

DF A dairy producer who milks 30 cows in L^ K I & . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

ex. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs, It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

I^d VOtft . (NAME)
M

? ////
DFA dairy producer who milks / / U

cows in yL^ .^ County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

f ^_^NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks ; cows in.

v_

. County, PA.



October 8,2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DFA dairy producer who

4*&tr (NAME)

i:^2) cows in. &£j>PL County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

cc. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

. (NAME)

DFA member dairy producer who milks. cows in <'. r-> o. . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90?>& pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

&dLf/% llrLsvtA£{/s (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks O / cows in. r*i? . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

jk^/j rr*£l>^ (NAME)

(t JDFA dairy producer who milks j? 17 cows in yi-^J\£. . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

DF A dairy producer who milks 3 ^ c o w s ^ £$f ^- County, PA.

(NAME)

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Urder
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

V , ^ ^ j f\ \<QSietJs[x(NAME)

DF A dairy producer who milks V^ cows in 6Z(T*\L7 . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours, J\jL<r^Y~ ^ \ ^ M % ^

6 e Q r °\ g C - H&//)tf£ (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks ) ~% cows in ^ '1 - / ^ County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

'#ttn f &9^'\ . (NAME)

DF A dairy producer who milks 3? cows in t:I^i ^ . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

. (NAME)%^f)-(LJJL
DFA member dairy producer who milks ^° cows in. . County, PA.

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

rL*~*. iA-}:^J^^J^^
<y

^ (NAME)

DF A dairy producer who milks j} O cows in. CK^JU . County, PA.



October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

fojj (NAME)

DFA dairy producer who milks 3 ^ c o w s ^ <^T jpj, County, PA

October 8, 2001

Dear Chairperson Beverly Minor;

c.c. The Honorable Michael Waugh
The Honorable Raymond Bunt, Jr.
John R. McGinley, Jr., IRC Chair

Although I commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool the Over-Order
Premium, I support a regulation for 90% pooling. Pooling the premium is a regulatory issue and does
not affect consumers at all. However, it does affect dairy producers.

Even at 45% pooling, one producer may be getting as much as $3,500 more from the premium than
another. Both produce the same quality milk and have the same production costs. It is unfair that one
producer should receive a greater benefit than the other does. 90% is the only way to create a fair and
equitably distributed premium system in Pennsylvania.

If pooling is the right thing to do, then it shouldn't be half done. Please change the proposed
regulation so that 90% pooling of the premium is pooled among all dairy producers.

Sincerely yours,

, <3^A>i^ A3^J%X- (NAME)

DF A member dairy producer who milks ^ 5 cows in r\A^c^ . County, PA.



w Eileen & David Schuler
214 School Rd.
Fleetwood, PA 19522

Original: 2218

October 15, 2001

PMMB
c/o Sharon Grottola
Chief Counsel

Dear PMMB

As a family run dairy farm I strongly oppose the market-wide pooling of the PMMB
over-order premium and urge you to do the same.

Our farm independently produces high quality milk, under strict inspection, for an
independent processor of fluid milk. In southeastern Pennsylvania we must endure high
land prices, high property taxes and many added expenses due to a very high population
density. The high population in this area requires much fluid milk which allows us to
receive some of the PMMB over-order premium.

Now an out of state cooperative and PFB is asking for the pooling of this premium.
The cooperative is abusing the market wide pooling by dumping milk on the northeast and
mid-east order. The cooperative chose to process much manufactured dairy products
(butter & powder) which requires much less high quality milk produced by their
cooperative members. They want the independent producers to subsidize their
manufacturing plants, however; they don't share their profits with the independent
producers. Market wide pooling would also increase administrative costs which take
additional money away from the independent producers.

As a PFB member I am upset that my organization endorses this proposal, but there is
a grass roots effort by the Grange (of which I am a member) and other independent
producers to oppose the PFB effort.

It is my hope that you oppose the market-wide pooling of PMMB over-order
premiums so independent producers can survive in the fluid milk market.

Sincerely,

David Schuler



Original: 2218

o ;;;;:MZ

CHIEF COUNSEL

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

October 15,2001 2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408

TELEPHONE (717) 787-4374
FAX (717) 783-6492

Reid Ritchey, President
Ritchey* s Dairy Inc.
R.D. 1, Box 416
Martinsburg, PA 16662

Re: Marketwide Pooling of the PMMB Mandated Over-Order Premium

Dear Mr. Ritchey:

Thank you for your letter concerning the proposed regulations establishing a
marketwide pool of the PMMB mandated over-order premium. In your letter you
indicated several areas of concern. I have addressed each of these areas below.

Based on your own experience and other dealers, Land O1 Lakes sells milk within
Pennsylvania and receives a premium of $135 per hundredweight of milk and they
do not share this premium with other dairy farmers.

Land O'Lakes pools the $1.35 premium within their membership.

Land O'Lakes currently ships south and receives $3 to $5 extra per hundredweight
of milk. Their cooperative owner/members should be benefiting from this surplus.

All the major cooperatives ship milk south since Pennsylvania exports forty percent of its
milk production and the Southeastern United States is a deficit marketing area Higher
premiums are needed to attract the milk and to compensate for the higher shipping costs.
The remainder of the premium is shared within their membership.

If Ritchey's Dairy's producers have to share the $135 per hundredweight with the
cooperatives, our dairy will have a difficult time keeping our independent producers
satisfied with the money being paid.

Due to the fact that your plant is not a federal pool plant, your producers do receive the
higher Class I price, not the federal blend price, and one hundred percent of the over-
order premium. For example, in August your producers received the Class I price of



$19.41, a much higher amount than the federal blend price of $17.26. In addition, the
Board's over-price premium, which represents dealer voluntary premiums, is included in
minimum resale pricing.

Currently the proposed regulation is before the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission and the Senate and House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees for
consideration and comments to the Board. Following its review, the Board will make
changes, if necessary, and submit the regulation in its final form to IRRC and the
Committees. An agency has two years to submit the final form regulation. When the
final form regulation is prepared, you may receive a copy by providing a written request
to the Board or access the final form regulation on the Board's website at
http://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.

Thank you again for your interest in the marketwide pooling of the mandated
over-order premium.

Through: (fjyndajt. Bowman
scret

Very truly yours,

Sharon L. Grottola
Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member
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CL. ZDPennsylvania Milk Marketing Board __̂
C/O Ms. Sharon Grottola, Chief Counsel !̂  ° "I ^
110 Agriculture Building ** p
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408 so r-, :*;

Dear Ms. Grottola:

This letter is regarding the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board's (PMMB) proposal
to pool 45% of the state-mandated over-order premium.

Ritchey's Dairy receives its raw milk supply from independent farmers. As the order
is written now, our farmers receive 100% of the over-order premium we collect
through the PMMB prices.

If the PMMB decides to distribute any part of this premium to the large co-op's,
including the Land O' Lakes co-k>p in Carlisle, this would actually be taking money
from our producers' pockets.

Recently, Ritchey's Dairy ran short of our raw milk supply. We contacted Land O'
Lakes to purchase extra raw milk to make up this deficit. They charged us federal
order 1 Qrst class price at Carlisle, $1.35 over-order premium, $1.00 for office and
paper work, as well as $.50/100 weight hauling fee. This hauling fee was put in place
regardless of the fact that we picked up the milk ourselves.

The point I want to make is that Land O' Lakes sells milk within Pennsylvania to
many dairies, and is receiving the $1.35/100 wt. premium now. .If they want to be
involved in the pooling of this premium, why aren't they sharing the money they
receive in $1.35 charges?

At the present time, they ship milk south and receive $3.00 to $5.00/100 weight extra.
Their co-op farmers should be benefiting from this surplus.

If Ritchey's Dairy's producers have to share the $1.35/100 weight with these co-ops,
our company will be hard pressed to keep our independent producers satisfied with the
money we pay them.



Do not share the over-order premium with the co-ops. Please research their books as
you have been doing with the Pennsylvania milk dealers. If you do, I believe you will
find that they are already benefiting from the over-order premium.

Sincerely,

Reid Ritchey ' "Nj
President, Ritchey's Dairy Inc.

mmr
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

October 15,2001

CHIEF COUNSEL
2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408
TELEPHONE (717) 787-4374

FAX (717) 783-6492

Mr. A. Martin Marburger
Marburger Farm Dairy, Inc.
1506 Mars-Evans City Road
Evans City, PA 16033

Re: Marketwide Pooling of the PMMB Mandated Over-Order Premium

Dear Mr. Marburger:

Thank you for your letter concerning the proposed regulations establishing a
marketwide pool of the PMMB mandated over-order premium. In your letter you
indicated several areas of concern. I have addressed each of these areas below.

The farmers supplying your dairy produce quality milk that must meet all Federal
Interstate Milk Shippers inspections, all Federal Drug Administration inspections,
all Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture inspections, and quality bacterial
testing. The over-order premium is to help producers supplying Class I processors
to maintain these high standards.

According to the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, ninety-eight percent of all
milk produced in Pennsylvania is considered Grade A and thus meets the Interstate Milk
Shippers criteria.

The over-order premium should not be pooled unless all premiums on all milk
produced in Pennsylvania is pooled with all dairy farms.

The only premium the PMMB mandates is the over-order premium on Class I milk. At
previous over-order premium hearings, all interested parties agreed that a state mandated
premium should not be placed on manufactured classes.

Some Wisconsin milk is pooled in Federal Order 33 and is costing our farmers $.60
to $.70 per hundredweight out of their monthly check.

On October 23 and 24,2001, a hearing will be held to consider changes to the pooling
qualifications.



Martin A. Marburger
Page Two
October 15,2001

Land O'Lakes is selling milk produced by Pennsylvania farmers, in Southeastern
United States with a premium of $3 to $4 per hundredweight and none of those
premiums are shared with our farmers.

Other large cooperatives are also marketing milk to Southeast states and are not
sharing the premiums with **the rest of the farmers in Pennsylvania."

Currently the proposed regulation is before the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission and the Senate and House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees for
consideration and comments to the Board. Following its review, the Board will make
changes, if necessary, and submit the regulation in its final form to IRRC and the
Committees. An agency has two years to submit the final form regulation. When the
final form regulation is prepared, you may receive a copy by providing a written request
to the Board or access the final form regulation on the Board's website at
http://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.

Thank you again for your interest in the marketwide pooling of the mandated
over-order premium.

Very truly yours,

Through: liynda J/Bowman Sharon L. GrottolaSecretary Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member
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1506 Mars-Evans City Rd. _ (724) 538-4752
Evans City, PA 16033 FAX (£?4) 538-3250

September 26,2001 ^ • ~* :; £;

Sharon Grottola, Esq. 1 : ~ ^
Chief Counsel '5 ^ -3 :i !!;
PA Milk Marketing Board ^ '"' ^ , ."-,
110 Ag Building j> o ^ J ;

2301 N. Cameron Street 5 -"§ ^
Harrlsburg, PA 17110 °

Dear Ms. Grottola:

Marburger Farm Dairy, Inc. is a family owned corporation located in Evans City, in Butler
County, PA. We have our own processing plant and a full service dairy operation, delivering
milk and dairy products to Supermarkets, Convenience stores. Schools, Hospitals, Nursing
Homes and also Home Delivery. We employ approximately 100 people.

Our milk supply comes from our own farm with a herd of approximately 150 cows and we
purchase milk from approximately 70 independent dairy farms located in Western
Pennsylvania.

The over-order premium of $1.35 per hundred weight now in effect is paid by Marburger Farm
Dairy to the farmers that produce milk for us. We oppose the state wide pooling of any per
cent of this premium. Our farmers produce quality milk that must meet all Federal Interstate
Milk Shippers Inspections, all Federal Drug Administration inspections, all Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture Inspections and quality bacterial testing. The over-order premium
now In effect is to help our farmers maintain these high standards and should not be shared
by other farmers. Our farmers receive the over-order premium on the Class I sales of the
dairy that purchases their milk. This premium should not be pooled unless all premiums on all
milk produced in Pennsylvania is pooled with all dairy farms. Also, under Federal Order No.
33, some Wisconsin milk is pooled in Federal Order No. 33, which we call "paper pooling11 and
has been costing our farmers $.60 to $.70 cents per hundred weight out of their monthly
check.

Land O1 Lakes and others are selling milk, produced by Pennsylvania farmers, in
Southeastern United States with a premium of $3.00 to $4.00 per hundred weight and none of
these premiums are shared with our farmers.

Sincerely,

A. Martin Marburger 0
Marburger Farm Dairy, Inc.

Full Line Quality Dairy Products • Fresh From The Farm
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Elaine A. Duncan
22610 FreyermuthRd. : t " !-}'-. £ :

Meadville, Pa 16335

October 15, 2001

Beverly Minor, Chairperson
The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Mrs. Minor,

I am writing to you as a dairy farmer in Crawford County. I milk 40 cows
with my husband Clark. Because we sell our milk through DFA, we do not
share fully in any over-order premiums that your board devises. This
happens even though our milk actually goes to New Wilmington Cheese.
Therefore, even if the 45% premium pooling goes into effect, some of our
neighbors will receive as much as $3500 more per year for their milk. Their
milk and my milk is produced in the same place and the same conditions,
yet they will get more money. The Over-Order Premium is a GOOD thing,
but as it is written, it is not fair to all Pennsylvania dairymen.

The consumer thinks that helping Pennsylvania dairy farmers is a wise thing
to do. The money tacked on to the price of milk will not rise if the Over-
Order Premium is pooled at 90%, but the number of dairymen to benefit
will. Please pass an Over-Order Premium regulation that will pool 90% of
the premium.

Sincerely,

fa
Elaine A. Duncan

;ereiy,
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Land O'Lakes, Inc.
405 Park Drive, Carlisle, PA 17013 ' Land O'Lakes Dairy Foods
Telephone: (717) 486-7000
Fax: (717)486-3730 . , . . . . , . • •

October 12,2001

Mr. John R. McGinley, Jr.
Chair, Independent Regulatory Commission
14th Floor Harristown 2; 333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Mr. McGinley;

As you know, the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board has published a regulation to pool 45%
of the Pennsylvania Over-Order Premium among all Pennsylvania dairy farmers. On behalf of
Land O'Lakes, I am asking you to request the regulation be revised to pool 90% of the Over-
Order Premium. 90% pooling is the only way to
create a fair and equitably distributed premium system that benefits all
Pennsylvania's dairy farmers.

In Pennsylvania, Land O'Lakes IS 2,150 dairy farmers - nearly 25% of the state's dairy farmer
population. Our cooperative exists solely to benefit those producers and add value to their
dairy operations. That's why Land O'Lakes has made a significant investment in the
Pennsylvania dairy industry and in the state's economy. We are a key balancer of milk
produced in Pennsylvania. Our Carlisle manufacturing facility is able to process 15% of the milk
produced in Pennsylvania. The industry depends on the Carlisle plant to absorb the excess milk
supply when Class I utilization is low.

On behalf of the dairy farmers our cooperative represents, I am asking you to support 90%
pooling. The PMMB established the premium to aid all Pennsylvania dairy farmers when faced
with economic and weather hardships. The information they use to determine the level of the
premium is derived from all farmers in the state, not just those in PMMB handler pools.
However, the premium is paid back to the dairy farmers in PMMB handler pools, regardless of
whether or not the statewide data applies to their specific operation.

The current Over-Order Premium is equivalent to an 11.5-cent surcharge on every gallon of
milk sold in Pennsylvania . It's paid by all consumers. These consumers want and expect this
premium to be equitably distributed to all farmers. Unfortunately the reality is that, even at 45%
pooling, one dairy farmer can be getting as much as $3,500 more annually than his neighbor
who is producing the same quality milk under the same economic conditions. If s simply not
fair that the one farmer would receive that much more of a benefit than the other farmer.



Request for 90% pooling/ page 2 -

Land O'Lakes currently distributes the PMMB Over-Order Premium dollars it receives directl)
to its Pennsylvania dairy farmer-members and will continue to so if a regulation for 90%
pooling of the premium is approved in Pennsylvania. When the PMMB premium rate is
announced each month, our members will be able to look on their milk check and see those
dollars being returned to them. |

Pooling 90% of the PMMB premium also benefits those dairy farmers who sell their milk to out-
of-state dealers. Every month the PMMB will announce a blended premium rate payable to
dairy farmers. Out-of-state buyers will have to at least match that premium or Pennsylvania
dairy producers will find other buyers who will. This will bring more dollars back into
Pennsylvania, returning more to dairy farmers.

We believe that 90% pooling is already a compromise. At that level, 10% still remains to provide
a more than adequate incentive for Class I or fluid milk handlers in Pennsylvania. Pooling the
premium at any less than 90% provides a small minority of the state's dairy farmers with a
significant and unfair competitive advantage over the majority of the state's dairy farmers.
Please support 90% pooling as the only solution to fairly and equitably pool the Pennsylvania
Over-Order Premium.

Sincerely yours,

^

William Schreiber
Vice President of Eastern Operations
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
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H. E. HEINDEL 4 SONS
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John R. McGinley, Jr., Chair
Independent Regulatory Commission
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Dear Mr. McGinley: 1<

I am a dairy farmer in York county, Pennsylvania milking 270 cows. I am also a member of
Maryland & Virginia Milk Producers Cooperative Association, a farmer owned cooperative. I
commend the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board on its decision to pool Over Order Premiums. I
strongly support a regulation for 90% pooling. Since pooling of the premium is a regulatory issue, it
does not effect consumer prices. However, it does effect dairy farmer prices. A 90% pooling would
equitably distribute the premium dollars to those producers who actually bear the cost of serving the
market and balancing the seasonal swings in production.

Producers, both co-op members and independents (who sell directly to a handler), have milk of
a similar quality with similar production costs. Without 90% pooling, the independent producer will
get a disproportionate share of the premium dollar without sharing any cost in serving the market.

90% pooling is the only way to fairly dispense the premium dollars so they will actually go back
to the producers who are bearing the cost of serving the market. We strongly urge you to change
the regulation and adopt a 90% pooling requirement.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 717-927-6558, or our co-op contact, Jim
Howie at 1-800-552-1976, ext.432. Your positive response to this issue will affect all dairy farmers in
Pennsylvania. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely, ^——v.

C ^

Jeffrey L. Heindel
General Manager
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Octl2 2001

Beverly Minor, Chairperson
The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Dear Chairperson Minor,

In the name of fairness, I am writing to you in regards to the Pennsylvania Milk
Marketing Board's regulation to pool 45% of Pennsylvania Over order Premium. I am a
dairy farmer member of Dairy Farmers of America, Inc and milk 80 cows in 2001.
Although I agree with the PMMB's decision to pool the Over order Premium, I feel
strongly that 90 % pooling is the only fair way to create an equitably distributed premium
system that benefits all Pennsylvania dairy fanners. If pooling the premium is the right
thing to do, and then it should not be done half way.

The Over-order Premium was created to help dairies when faced with economic
and weather related hardships. Unfortunately, while this premium is extremely beneficial
to some, it is inequitably distributed so that the majority of the proceeds go to a small
group of farmers. I produce the same quality of milk under the same conditions and
hardships, as does my fellow farmer. Yet, even at 45% pooling, he could still stand to get
$3500 more annually through the premium distribution process. That is not right and
seems unfair to me.

Consumers fund this premium through an 11.5-cent surcharge on every gallon of
fluid milk sold in Pennsylvania. The level at which this premium is pooled would not
affect consumers pricing. While I am grateful that the consumers want to help PA dairy
Farmers produce quality products, I am also certain they would want assistance to be
equally divided among all of the farmers.

Dairy farmers are in an extremely increasingly competitive industry, and we must
have access to fair pricing for our product. That includes having equal access to
premiums just like our fellow dairy farmer. Please approve a regulation to pool 90 % of
the PA Over Order Premium to benefit all Pa dairy farmers.

Sincerely yours,

Wagner Dairy
3968Rte403S
Homer City, Pa 15748



Land O'Lakes, Inc.
405 Park Drive, Carlisle, PA 17013 Land O'Lakes Dairy Foods
Telephone; (717) 486-7000
Fax: (717) 486-3730
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October 12,2001
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Mrs. Beverly Minor, Chairperson •
Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board \ - : :

2301 North Cameron Street c V?
Harrisburg, PA 17110 ":.. fj

Dear Chairperson Minor;

As you know, the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board has published a regulation to pool 45%
of the Pennsylvania Over-Order Premium among all Pennsylvania dairy farmers. On behalf of
Land O'Lakes, I am asking you to request the regulation be revised to pool 90% of the Over-
Order Premium. 90% pooling is the only way to
create a fair and equitably distributed premium system that benefits all
Pennsylvania's dairy farmers.

In Pennsylvania, Land O'Lakes IS 2,150 dairy farmers — nearly 25% of the state's dairy farmer
population. Our cooperative exists solely to benefit those producers and add value to their
dairy operations. That's why Land O'Lakes has made a significant investment in the
Pennsylvania dairy industry and in the state's economy. We are a key balancer of milk
produced in Pennsylvania. Our Carlisle manufacturing facility is able to process 15% of the milk
produced in Pennsylvania. The industry depends on the Carlisle plant to absorb the excess milk
supply when Class I utilization is low.

On behalf of the dairy farmers our cooperative represents, I am asking you to support 90%
pooling. The PMMB established the premium to aid all Pennsylvania dairy farmers when faced
with economic and weather hardships. The information they use to determine the level of the
premium is derived from all farmers in the state, not just those in PMMB handler pools.
However, the premium is paid back to the dairy farmers in PMMB handler pools, regardless of
whether or not the statewide data applies to their specific operation.

The current Over-Order Premium is equivalent to an 11.5-cent surcharge on every gallon of
milk sold in Pennsylvania. If s paid by all consumers. These consumers want and expect this
premium to be equitably distributed to all farmers. Unfortunately the reality is that, even at 45%
pooling, one dairy farmer can be getting as much as $3,500 more annually than his neighbor
who is producing the same quality milk under the same economic conditions. If s simply not
fair that the one farmer would receive that much more of a benefit than the other farmer.



Request for 90% pooling/ page 2 -

Land O'Lakes currently distributes the PMMB Over-Order Premium dollars it receives directly
to its Pennsylvania dairy farmer-members and will continue to so if a regulation for 90%
pooling of the premium is approved in Pennsylvania. When the PMMB premium rate is
announced each month- our members will be able to look on their milk check and see those
dollars being returned to them.

Pooling 90% of the PMMB premium also benefits those dairy farmers who sell their milk to out-
of-state dealers. Every month the PMMB will announce a blended premium rate payable to
dairy farmers. Out-of-state buyers will have to at least match that premium or Pennsylvania
dairy producers will find other buyers who will. This will bring more dollars back into
Pennsylvania, returning more to dairy farmers.

We believe that 90% pooling is already a compromise. At that level, 10% still remains to provide
a more than adequate incentive for Class I or fluid milk handlers in Pennsylvania. Pooling the
premium at any less than 90% provides a small minority of the state's dairy farmers with a
significant and unfair competitive advantage over the majority of the state's dairy farmers.
Please support 90% pooling as the only solution to fairly and equitably pool the Pennsylvania
Over-Order Premium.

Sincerely yours,

: < ^
William Schreiber
Vice President of Eastern Operations
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
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CHIEF COUNSEL

|(3OMMONWEAUH OF PENNSYLVANIA

MILK MARKETING BOARD

October 11,2001

2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET
HARRISBURQ, PENNSYLVANIA 17110-9408

TELEPHONE (717) 767-4374
FAX (717) 783-6492

Mr. Robert K. H. Mertz
General Manager
Schneider Valley Farms Dairy
1860 East Third Street
Williamsport, PA 17701-3992

Re: Marketwide Pooling of the PMMB Mandated Over-Order Premium

Dear Mr. Mertz:

Thank you for your letter concerning Schneider-Valley Farms' opposition to the
proposed regulation establishing a marketwide pool of the PMMB mandated over-order
premium. In your letter you indicated several issues that I would like to address.

A 90% marketwide pool would hurt independent farmers and DMS, Dairy Farmers
of America, and Dairylea.

Since these are the producers who currently receive the full premium, it is true
they will receive less. However, a state mandated premium should be equitably
distributed. The producers who have sot been receiving the premium are the ones who
continue to hurt.

Land O'Lakes is paying premiums of $3 to $4 per hundredweight and sending the
milk from Pennsylvania to North and South Carolina.

Other large cooperatives are also marketing milk to Southeast states and are not
sharing the premiums with **the rest of the farmers in Pennsylvania,"

The price of milk will go up because the Class I fanners will need more money to
produce the same milk.

The premium is established from testimony received at a public hearing based on
production costs, adverse weather or market conditions of all Pennsylvania farmers
regardless of how their milk is utilized. The Class I processor has always been able to
pay above the mandated PMMB minimums and have their costs included in the resale
pricing.



Mr. Robert K. H. Mertz
Page Two
October 11,2001

It would eliminate farmers because they could no longer be competitive by sharing
the over-order premium.

If the farmers receiving the current premium of $1.65 based on handler pools will
be eliminated by pooling, how are the producers surviving now who receive none of the
current over-order premium?

It should also be noted that approximately 14 percent of the milk purchased by
Pennsylvania processors as Class I milk comes from out of state.

Currently the proposed regulation is before the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission and die Senate and House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees for
consideration and comments to the Board. Following its review, the Board will make
changes, if necessary, and submit the regulation in its final form to IRRC and the
Committees. An agency has two years to submit the final form regulation. When the
final form regulation is prepared, you may receive a copy by providing a written request
to the Board or access the final form regulation on the Board's website at
http ://www.sites.state.pa.us/PA Exec/Milk/.

Thank you again for your interest in the marketwide pooling of the mandated
over-order premium.

Very truly yours,

Through: / / Lynd^J. Bowman Sharon L. Grottola
^' Secretary Chief Counsel

cc: Beverly R. Minor, Chairwoman
Luke F. Brubaker, Member
Barbara A. Grumbine, Consumer Member


